
WURM, 10-4-2017, 14.00

present Ilse, Paul, eBob, Mark, Des, Wybren, Harro, Aard, Arpad

Ilse: worked on press release for 50yr VLBI. Worked on Lofar data, found
that flagged data was still in solutions. Fixed. Looking at correctied
phases. No comparison though. Also did some stuff for the kwartetspel of
Astron. RINGS telecon this week. Wants CASA on laptop

Paul: took folks from Delft on tour last week. Needs to test connection to
China. During ToO again 20% packet loss. WR in climate chamber, here to
Wb and back, now heat up WR and see how it responds.

eBob: continued work on subnetting, changed interface and also made
place in database

Mark: checked subnetting in SFXC, removed some time dependencies
which were not needed. Working on deliverable document for Cleopatra.
Took a look with Ross at polconvert, one continuum and a line
observation. Seems to work, which is real progress. Ivan will be her in May,
will need to talk.

Des: Benito is trying to make image with structure, lots of problems
because Aribox had not been restored to its original state. All fixed. Still
working on preparation of e-test on Wednesday. eBob will need to make a
parallel runjob version for this.

Wybre: working on ZFS send. Maybe make pool of files to use, Paul against
it. Otherwise could put some extra disks into Trantor? Re-started Zabbix
server. Without all the code by whatshisname it should not crash the data
base. Start working on console server.

Harro: work on TOW presentations

Aard: e last night, Martin called several people, Aard did not hear this.
Every so much time weights go to zero. As if input part of correlator
cannot keep up. Aard has built in some diagnostics, we'll see. Annoying
that Wb still loses 0.3% packets. Paul suspects SFPs. Harro: ccsdisp: fringe
plot does not refresh in Firefox. Mark wrote original script, will take a
look.


